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Abstract 

 

 

 This paper will focus on one type of routing in sensor networks, geographic routing, that relies 

on geographic position information. It is only an introduction to the problematic field of geographic 

routing that presents some specific routing algorithms based on a synthesis of the greedy forwarding 

and face routing approaches. These algorithms refer to nodes by their location and use those 

coordinates to route greedily towards the destination. An analysisof the presented algorithms will also 

be provided from both a worst-case and an average-case perspective. 

 Geographic routing is based on two principal assumptions. First, every node knows its location 

and its neighbours’ positions. Second, the source of a message is assumed to be informed about the 

position of the destination. One particular issue in geographic routing is how to deal with dead-ends. 

The greedy algorithm chooses the neighbour closest to destination node to be next node for routing. It 

can be easily stuck at some local minimum, because there is no neighbour closer to the destination than 

the current node. Face routing, on the other hand, helps to recover from the previously mentioned 

situation and find a path to another node. The message is routed from the source to destination by 

traversing of face boundaries. 

 

Keywords: Greedy algorithms routing, face traversal, flooding, greedy routing. 
Wireless networks, ad hoc networks. 
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Introduction 

There are varieties of ad-hoc routing algorithms implemented for mobile and wireless networks. 

Most of these ad-hoc routing algorithms are designed to generate less routing protocol traffic using 

topological information covering the entire network of currently used nodes between source node and 

destination node.  However, this paper discuses a different strategy of routing on wireless networks 

using the geographic position of nodes that route the network. Mainly, greedy mode routing and 

recovery modes routings will be discussed in this paper with an evaluation of their performance. The 

greedy routing protocol applies geographic forwarding decisions to find a path using information of 

node’s immediate single-hop neighbours in the topology. Greedy routing is scalable geographic routing 

for mobile networks that helps to eliminate that absolute volume of routing protocol message traffic. 

Also, it makes the size of the stored state at the routers to be smaller. 

In the position based routing, each host makes packet/messages forwarding decisions based on 

the location of itself, its neighbouring nodes, and the destination. Therefore, no global knowledge of 

the network is required in order to forward messages. This approach avoids the overhead of 

maintaining information about the dynamic network topology, but requires location services for 

distributing and querying position information among the nodes [5].  

 First, this paper will briefly explain how to detect the location of sensor(s) of wireless sensor 

network in a presence of other neighbour sensors and then apply geographic routing algorithms to send 

messages. Geographical routing is done locally by individual routers where path is decided at the time 

of routing, where is no pre-computed full path. The aim is to develop a system that operates among a 

set of sensors/nodes inside a circular region. These sensors act as the transceivers that send radio 
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signals/messages to other neighbour nodes to collect the information about their co ordinates/locations. 

They have user-defined co-ordinates to determine location and working together will cover maximum 

possible nodes within the range. 

 Several methods are available for wireless device localization such as fingerprints that are 

generated by the RSS values collected from multiple nodes. However, according to Guang(2008), there 

are two problems in determining the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. First, using free-

space loss (FSL) is only accurate in the open environments with far distances, so that it is not 

applicable for the scope of this paper. Second, usually the readings of the RSS for each massage are 

unpredictable. The reason is that there are a lot of variables affecting the value of the RSS, such as the 

walls, antenna orientation, traffic in the network, and even presence of people inside the testing 

environment. Therefore, for the purpose of this paper, assumption is made that each node knows about 

its locations and the locations of other nodes in the network. Ke Li (2009) states that it can be achieved 

in a specific, efficient fashion using algorithms to act in pre-requested method. The author proposed 

several algorithms, such as Three Neighbor Algorithm (3-NA) and Three/Two Neighbor Algorithm 

(3/2-NA), that find the precise distances between the sensors, and their coordinates then messages can 

be routed to the destination without using their network address. Some basic mathematical formulas 

will be provided prior to determine Euclidean distance.  

 The Contents 
 

This paper briefly talks about how geographic routing requires propagation of topology 

information for only a one single hop for which each node needs only to know its neighbors’ positions. 

The location of the destination node and the locations of the candidate nodes are adequate to make 

correct forwarding decisions, without any other topological information.  

In section 1.1, a description of a simple mathematical equation that is used by all nodes in the 

network to broadcast their (x,y) coordinates and in turn be able to announce its locations to its next-hop 
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neighbors . Section 1.2 describes some related work been done to evaluate greedy algorithm’s degree 

of success in finding routes. The analysis of greedy algorithm and a simple example of how it works is 

shown in section 1.3.  However, since greedy algorithm does not always find paths successfully, the 

failures of greedy forwarding is described in section 1.4. 

Section 2 talks briefly about flooding algorithm to overcome dead-end path. Section 3 of this 

project also talks about face routing algorithm proposed by Kranakis et al(1999) and briefly explains  

some other implementations of face routing. Section 4 describes Gabriel Graph (GG) and Relative 

Neighborhood Graph (RNG) for constructing planar subgraphs from an existing network connectivity 

graph. Chapter 5 explains how the project is working based on the source code. Section 6 in this paper 

is about the final conclusion where section 7 briefly talks about future project related to geographic 

routing.  

 
1.1 The System to determine Euclidean Distance: 

For analysis of this paper, the standard model for ad-hoc networks is where all nodes have the 

same limited transmission ranges. The focuses will be mainly on the number of hops and the Euclidean 

distance metric. Each cost model implies an edge weight function. Routing algorithms will be applied 

on Euclidean weighted graphs where edge weights represent Euclidean distances between the adjacent 

nodes in a particular embedding in the plane. 

 

d(A, B1) 2    =  ( b1x  -  ax )2  +  (b1y  - ay)2  where d is the Euclidean distance from the source to the 

destination. 

   Euclidean distance is the distance between the node sender of message and node receiver of that 

message where information is maintained in small local connectivity information by each router. All 

nodes have the same transmission range where the network is a unit disk graph. The goal is to try 

dealing with geographic routing serious limitations, particularly with how to route around dead-ends 
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and obstacles and how to function at very low densities.  The distance between any two nodes is 

lowerbounded by a constant d0 Ω(1)-model . 

• Cost of sending a message over a link (edge) e is c(e) 

• Cost of a path p is the sum over the costs of its edges 

• Cost of a routing algorithm is the sum over the costs of the traversed edges 

2 different cost metrics: 

• Link distance metric (c l(e) ≡ 1) 

• Euclidean distance (cd(e)) 

The aim of a geometric ad-hoc routing algorithm is to send a message from a source s to a destination t. 

Let G = (V;E) be a Euclidean graph. The message will be sent over the edges of G. 

Euclidean path in G = (V;E) = ��� � ��Xi - Yi�2� ���	n
i=1  

 

1.2 Related Work 

Existing geographic routing algorithms try to forward packets greedily to the immediate 

neighbor that is closest in geographic distance to the destination then the source host of the message. 

When a packet reaches a dead end, they switch to a forwarding mode that guarantees packet delivery.  

One of the greedy forwarding mode algorithm, presented as a greedy perimeter stateless routing 

(GPSR) Karp& Kung(2000),  is implemented  in two modes. In greedy mode , a node forwards a 

packet/message to its neighbor node located closer to the destination.  

When greedy forwarding is not possible, the packet switches to second mode called perimeter 

mode, where nodes use the right-hand rule in a planar embedding of the network face routing to route 

around dead-ends until closer nodes to the destination are found. Each node needs to be aware of its 

own position, the position of its neighbors and position of the destination node. As a result, forwarding 

a node can make a local optimal choice in choosing a node’s next hop. Forwarding in this system 
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follows successively closer geographic hops, until the destination is reached. An example of greedy 

next hop choice appears in Figure1. However, Florian et al (2009) says that due to obstacles in the 

network, it is possible that a message reaches a dead-end destination during the greedy mode. In other 

words, a node cannot find a potential forwarder to send a message to. 

 A simple greedy algorithm provides all nodes with their neighbors’ positions. Occasionally, 

each node transmits a message to the next hop containing only its own position of x and y coordinates 

values.  After not receiving a message from a neighbor for longer than timeout interval T, where T 

could be any specific time, the neighbor is assumed to have failed or gone out-of-range, and recovery 

mode is required at this neighbor. Greedy routing solves optimization problems in O (n log n) where n 

is the choices for a problem of size n.  

LEMMA1:  If Greedy routing reaches final destination D, it does with cost O(d)2 where d := |SD| 

denotes the Euclidean distance between S and D[17] 

Let s := b1….. bk be the path of nodes visited during greedy routing. Assume that No two nodes 

bi,bj with odd indices i, j are neighbors. Further, since the distance to D is decreasing along the path s, 

all nodes bi are inside d(D, d), the disk with center D and radius d. D(D; d) contains at most O(d)2  

nodes with distance >=1. Therefore, the path s is O(d)2 

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Greedy Routing Algorithm  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Input: a source node, destination node and nodes in the network 
Output: a destination node receiving a message  
 

1. Begin with source node S 
2. Node S requests the locations of all neighbours 
3. Most of the nodes retransmit  
4. Continue to the neighbour closet to D 
5. Repeat step 4 until reaching D or dead-end  

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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1.3 Analysis of Greedy Routing Algorithm   
 
 
 

.  
     .    D.(5,4) 

              R(2,2.5). 
 

Figure 1: Greedy Routing Algorithm. V is S’s closest neighbour to D 

 
As shown in Figure1, greedy algorithm establishes a path to destination choosing the next node 

that offers the most obvious and immediate benefits to send a message. Although such an algorithm can 

lead to obstacles, called local minimum or dead-end destination, for some computational tasks, there 

are many for which it is optimal. Each current node forwards a message to the best neighbor that leads 

to local optimal at each step, without regard for future consequences, and end up at a global optimum 

path. However, if the message is stuck in the current node that means it has no neighbour(s) closer to 

the destination than itself.  

According to Florian et al(2009), this node marks itself as non-optimal and sends this 

information to all the nodes in the neighbourhood. Those nodes that receive the message repeat the 

same process recursively till all the nodes know the updated state of each node in the network. Any 

node that does not mark itself as a non-optimal has at least one neighbour closer to the destination than 

itself. They flag themselves as optimal nodes and send messages to all nodes in the network so the non-

optimal nodes can use the optimal nodes as an exit of the dead-end. If a node is non-optimal, then it is 

considered that any path towards the destination using it will be as well non-optimal. 

 

 

 

 

 
       S(1,1).         
    V (1.5,2).            .K(1.5,4) 
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Table1 Routing Path 

Node Routing Path 

S S(1,1), V(1.5,2), K(1.5,4) 

V V(1.5,2),R(2,2.5), K(1.5,4) 

R R(2,.2.5),D(5,4) 

D D(5,4) , R(2,.2.5),......other nodes in network 

 

Figure 1 has S,V,K,R,D and other nodes in the network which are located at position S(1,1), 

V(1.5,2), K(1.5,4) R(2,2.5) D(5,4). Table 1 has determined the routing path among all these nodes. 

Each node knows about its position and the positions of some of its neighbours. Node S wants to send a 

message to destination node D located in D(5,4). Node S then looks into routing path and finds that 

node V(1.5,2) is closer to node D than node S. Thus, S decides to send the message to node V. Then, 

node V checks routing path again and figures that node R(2,2.5) is closer to node D than either node S 

or node V. Node V forwards the message to node R. Similarly, node R looks at the routing path and 

discovers that it is located closer to the destination node D then nodes R, V and S. So node R forwards 

the message to the final destination. For many problems, greedy algorithm fails to produce the optimal 

solution due to obstacles in the network. In this case, it is possible that a message reaches a dead-end 

destination where a node cannot find a potential forwarder to send a message. Then, face routing 

guarantee delivery of a message using the right-hand rule to traverse faces that are intersected by the 

line segment connecting the source to the destination of the planner subgraph. 
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1.4 Right Hand Rule 

Local minimum or dead-end is the main drawback in applying greedy routing mode. Figure2 

shows that dead-end happens when there is no node closer to the destination than the current node. 

According to figure2, when node S wants to send or forward a message to destination D, it searches for 

a neighbour node closer to D than itself. The greedy algorithm, however, stops when node S is closer to 

the destination D than its neighbour’s node V and K.  

. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Greedy routing failing. S is a dead-end node in the geographic closeness to D. u and v are farther from D.   

 
 
Definition 1: P is an obstacle in graph such that for any two nodes (Bi, Bj) located at two 

different positions X and Y, if p either ∈ X or p ∈ Y then Bj is not a neighbour of Bi 
 

Kuhn et al (2008) and Karp& Kung(2000) state that perimeter traversal algorithms of GPSR for 

forwarding message around voids is used to recover the failure of greedy routing to find optimal path. 

Perimeter routing can be used to escape from this obstacle using the “right hand rule” to the first node 

counterclockwise from the empty portion to grantee walking forward. Right hand rule traversing a 

graph on a wireless network with non-crossing edges graphs called face routing.  In this mode, the 

right-hand rule traverses the faces of planner sub-graph by having a line segment connecting the source 

to the destination of the non-crossing edges sub-graph. The node sends a message counterclockwise 

direction and then the message follows the border of an obstacle. It keeps following the border of the 

obstacle in the same direction until it is completely recovered.  

                .R(2,2.5)      
D(5,4).                                                       S(1,1).  
          V(1.5,2).       .K(1.5,4)           
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This approach helps to recover from dead-end by sending the massage to a node that is closer to 

the destination than the node where the massage faced the local minimum. The message will be 

forwarded to the neighbour node with respect to its distance to node D. The message will be sent to a 

node whose distance to the destination is closer to distance of the source node, d(Bi,D) < d(S,D). In 

other words, the message will leave the perimeter mode when it will find a node closer to the 

destination than the perimeter entry point.   

The right-hand rule states that on receiving a transmission at node K from node S, the next 

chosen hop is the node which is sequentially counter clockwise, about K, from the line SK. For 

example, node S(1,1) wants to forward a message to node D located in D(5,4). Based on in Figure 2, 

node S is closer to the destination node than its neighbor nodes V(1.5,2) and K(1.5,4). Perimeter 

routing is then used to find a new path from source S to destination D. Right hand rule states that when 

node S gets a message from node K, the next edge traversed is the next one counterclockwise about S 

from edge(S,K). The right-hand rule traverses the interior of the triangle bounded by the edges between 

nodes S, K, and R, in the order (K àSàRàK).  After the new path is updated (see figure3) the 

message will be sent to node R(2,2.5) which is the closer node to D.  

 The rule traverses an exterior region outside the same triangle, in counterclockwise edge order. 

In Figure 3, the cycle-traversing properties SàVàDàRàKàS by using (RHR) produces to 

navigating around the dead-end, specifically, to nodes closer to the destination than S including the 

destination D. Then the routing will switch back to greedy routing algorithm to locally find the optimal 

choice of neighbour geographically closest to the packet’s destination. The only challenge on this rule, 

however, is that it does not provide a traversal of the perimeter on graphs with edges that cross 

eachtoehr, known as non-planar graphs. The right-hand rule may instead use no-crossing heuristic to 

remove crossing edges from the non-planar graph, so that the right-hand rule takes the intended tour. 

Based on Karp and Kung (2000), removing links will still lead to find 99.5% of the n2 routes in a network 
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of n nodes. 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
General Right-Hand Rule Algorithm  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Input: a source node, destination node and nodes in the network 
Output: a destination node receiving a message  
 

1. Node K receiving a massage from node S 
2. Node K encounters void 
3. K Backtracks with local knowledge sequentially in counter-clockwise 
4. Continue to the neighbour closet to D 
5. Ignore links at a node which cross links already traversed 
6. Call greedy algorithm 

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  *Figure3: Right-hand rule to routing around voids () 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

S K

V

R
D
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2. Flood Based Technique  
 
 

Although several solutions have been proposed for routing around the dead-ends, all of which 

represent a trade-off between optimal path routing and network topology maintenance traffic. 

Stojmenovic and Lin (2001) propose flooding based technique as one of the solution which does not 

guarantee delivery of messages and does not concern about path optimality. Yet, since flooding is a 

brute force approach, the complexity is low, the overhead is high. Flooding based technique is initiated 

at a current node and performed at any node receiving the message.  

The idea of flooding technique is that the routing algorithm proceeds until the message is 

blocked, dead-end, at a sender/current node (Jain 1999). In other word, every node rebroadcasts a flood 

message the first time it receives it (figure 4) .Then the message should have some information about 

the existence of the current node on its previous path so that the receiving nodes may decide how to 

proceed. It leads to high redundancy in node coverage with many useless rebroadcasts and high number 

of collisions.  Stojmenovic and Lin (2001) state that after forwarding the message to all its neighbours, 

the current node shall mark the packet id in the entry corresponding to given the destination and refuse 

to accept the same packet from any of its neighbours. Then, the intermediate nodes will select the next 

best neighbour to send the message to. Worst case complexity of flooding algorithm is O(n), it does not 

always guarantee delivery, its memory at node is O(1) and its memory in message is O(log n). 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Flooding Based Technique  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Input: a source node, destination node in a connected graph 
Output: a destination node receiving a message  
 

1. source node S initiates a destination search 
// a short message contains source and destination ids and both locations  

2. All nodes receive this message  
3. Most of the nodes retransmit  
4. Node D sends back a message to route to node D 
5. Node S route to Node D 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

3. Face Routing  

Bose& Morin (2001) states that Face routing is one of the geometric routing algorithms with 

variants of routing protocols that guaranteed message delivery. All of the different protocols of face 

routing are applied on a plane sub-graph of the network where a graph is divided into several faces (see 

figure5). In all face routings, the message walks along the boundaries of these faces using only local 

information about its neighbor’s locations. 

 



 

 

 

                                      
                                                                       Figure5: 

 
 

(Kranakis, Singh, Urrutia; 1999

routing algorithm where a message is forwa

intersected by the line segment from 

first edge (u; v) of the traversal of a face is

from the line segment to the destination. 

in clockwise order around v. In this way, the packet traverses

the counterclockwise direction.  

This type of geographic routing algorithm 

graphs and proceeds along the line connecting the source and the destination.

the boundary of the face in the graph. Then 

segment from the starting point to the destination

the starting point, so the point becomes the new starting point

face. Compass routing algorithm keeps 

determined by the starting node s in the graph

its boundary that intersected by line segment st. Traverse at any two edges of F

of F intersected by s - t. Update F to be F+1 and traverse to the second edge to reach another new edge 

in F+1 also intersected by s - t.  
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: Graph divided into several faces 

Kranakis, Singh, Urrutia; 1999) propose one simple type of face routing called 

is forwarded along the boundary of the faces all of which 

from the starting point to the destination. By using right

of the traversal of a face is the first edge in clockwise order around the starting point 

destination. The next edge of the face traversal is the first

in clockwise order around v. In this way, the packet traverses the edges on the boundary of the face in 

eographic routing algorithm guarantees delivery by walking along faces of planar 

graphs and proceeds along the line connecting the source and the destination. First, it 

of the face in the graph. Then the traversal reaches an edge that intersects the line 

from the starting point to the destination. This edge is at a point closer to the destin

point becomes the new starting point and the traversal switches to the next 

keeps iterating each step until reaching the destination t

in the graph. let F be the face of the graph G = (S,E)

that intersected by line segment st. Traverse at any two edges of Fi to reach second edge 

pdate F to be F+1 and traverse to the second edge to reach another new edge 

type of face routing called compass 

all of which 

right-hand rule, the 

edge in clockwise order around the starting point 

first edge after (v; u) 

the edges on the boundary of the face in 

delivery by walking along faces of planar 

it traverses all over 

intersects the line 

to the destination than 

and the traversal switches to the next 

step until reaching the destination t. The face Fi is 

G = (S,E) with node s on 

to reach second edge 

pdate F to be F+1 and traverse to the second edge to reach another new edge 
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Compass routing is planar graph traversal that is not necessarily preferred but it does not require 

message duplication or memorization of previous routing paths and it does that with O(n) , where n is 

the number of network nodes. This algorithm provides guaranteed delivery with using only local 

information such as the location of the current node, the location of the destination and the direction of 

the message forwarded to in the graph. It forwards messages on a planar graph to the neighbor with 

smallest angle towards the destination. This algorithm proposed by Kranakis et al(1999)  requires the 

packet to traverse the entire face f to determine the vertex v, and then must return to the starting point.  

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Face Routing  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Input: a source node, destination node and nodes in the network 
Output: a destination node receiving a message  
 

1. Begin with source node s and explore face F connecting line st 
2. Message is forwarded along the next edge clockwise from the edge where it arrived 
3. If packet reaches an edge of Fi intersected by the straight line between the source and the 

destination st 
Then: Fi+1 is traversed in the same way 

4.  The algorithm terminates when there is no path from source to destination or the destination 
node is eventually reached 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

According to Kranakis et al(1999), the message reaches the destination t after at most “4|E| 

steps, where |E|  is the number of edges in G” .The algorithm ends when it reaches the vertex v or when 

it visits the same face twice(see figures6 below).  Then the node gets back to greedy mode when the 

current node is closer to the destination than the node where perimeter routing started. Face Routing 

always finds a path to the destination. The total cost of this Face Routing is O(n) where n the number of 

nodes. Each face is explored at most once each edge is traversed at most four times 3n-6 edges (Euler 

formula). However, even if the source and the destination are close to each other, This type of face 



 

routing will take O(n) steps. Therefore, another 

of an optimal path.  

 

               Figure6(a): Traversing from S to T F1 

 

Figure6(c): Traversing from S to T F3 

   

Kuhn at el (2003) also proposes

(OAFR). Since The campus routing has a high cost of traversing a message

(OAFR) algorithm reduces the efficiency
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Therefore, another algorithm is needed whose cost is a function of the cost 

                       

     Figure6(b): Traversing from S to T

                                                                                                                             

                

     Figure6(d): Traversing from S to T

also proposes another algorithm called The Other Adaptive Face Routing 

routing has a high cost of traversing a message around face boundaries

efficiency of campus routing by using a bounding ellipse

whose cost is a function of the cost 

 

Traversing from S to T F2 

                                                                                                                             

 

Traversing from S to T F4 

Other Adaptive Face Routing 

around face boundaries, 

bounding ellipse.  
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Definition2: c is the cost of an optimal path for a given source destination pair on a unit disk graph in 

the Ω(1)-model . The worst case of c cost for applying OAFR to find a an optimal path from the source 

to the destination in Ө(c2). 

Other Adaptive Face Routing (OAFR) uses the procedure of Other Bounded Face Routing. 

OBFR introduces the idea of a bounding ellipse ‘W’ where s and t are the two foci of the bounding 

ellipse. The length of its major axis is a constant number c. When OBFR routes the message along the 

boundary, it also tries to find the best possible node. But it may not be able to explore the entire face 

boundary because of the bounding ellipse. 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Other Adaptive Face Routing (OAFR) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Input: a source node, destination node in a connected graph 
Output: a destination node receiving a message  
 

1. Start with source node S  
// explore F that has line st  

2. Explore the complete boundary of face F based on local decisions applying the right hand rule 
till it hit ellipse ‘W’. 

3. Continue the exploration of F in the opposite direction till it hits ellipse ‘W’ for the second time 
4. Done with F's exploration, best possible node ,p,is found. 
5.  Switch to the face containing pt in p's environment 
6.  Repeat these steps until reaching t. 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 
LEMMA 2: Other Bounded Face Routing reaches the destination with cost O(c2). “The proof of Lemma 
was done in [14] ” 
 

The condition is that OBFR algorithm needs to be located within ellipse ‘W’ while routing a 

message. Faces in the graph are defined to be those adjacent regions separated by the edges and by the 

boundary of ‘W’ . Each single face saperated by boundary of the ellipse “W” is now called min-face. 

Each edge can only be visited a constant number of times which makes a mini-face to be visited at 

most once. By applying the (Ω)- model and since s and t are connected by a single line, OBFR finds a 
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route path from s to t with cost linear in the number of edges inside ‘W’. Therefore, is it clearly that this 

cost is linear in ‘W’'s area, which concludes the proof.  

 

4. Planarization 

Planar graph traversal is a straight line graph with no crossing edges and subdivides the graph 

into connected regions called faces. According to Karp and Kung (2000), a graph consists of a set of 

vertices S(u,v,)and a set of edges E connected to these vertices and is described as G = (S,E). The total 

number of points is given as |E|=m, and the total number of lines is given as |S|=n. The Euclidean 

distance between two vertexes is d(u, v) and when these points are connected by edges, it is described 

as E(u,v). 

Bose et al (2001) proposes using the Gabriel Graph (GG) method for constructing planar 

subgraphs from an existing network connectivity graph. On the other hand, Karp and Kung (2000), 

suggested that using the Relative Neighborhood Graph (RNG) as well. Gabriel and Sokal(1969) and 

Kuhn et al (2003) suggest a well-established algorithms that allow computing both the Gabriel Graph 

and Relative Neighborhood Graph in a distributed way when nodes have only local information. These 

algorithms depend on the Unit Disk Graph assumption, which has been shown not to hold practical 

radio networks. Jain and Puri(1999) show that to ensure that GG planarization is successful and correct 

the planarization of topologies that do not need to obey the UDG-assumption. They showed that with a 

graph known as Quasi-Unit Disk Graphs, it is easy to augment any planner graph with virtual links to 

ensure that GG planarization is correct. This algorithm replaces the missing links with virtual links.  

 
 

Definition3: Let V ∈ �2 to be set of nodes in planer graph. Also, let d ∈ [0,1] be a parameter. The 
Euclidean distance graph G = (V,E), such that s,t ∈ V.  
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Definition Unit Disk Graph 
 

If   �      ��� ��  ��  � � ��� ��  ∈  �   ��� �� �  � � ��� ��   �� �                  
Definition Quasi Unit Disk Graph 

If   �       �� � �� ��  � �  ��� � !� "# �$� %��&��# � "# �     �� � �� �  �     �  ��� � !� '( �$� %��&��# � "# � � � �� � �� �  � �  )"* �"+� "# �$� %��&��# � "# ��                  
 

Heissenbüttel et al(2004) proves that in order for planar graph traversal technique to work, 

graph G(E) must be static and connected when the message is being forwarded. Also, “the nodes in the 

network construct a collection of vertices and a collection of edges that connect pairs of vertices”. The 

main condition of this approach is that any edge E(u,v) exists between two vertices u and v if the 

distance between them is less than or equal to the minimum of their two broadcast ranges r.  

Bose et al (2001) explains in details the way message is being forwarded in planar graph 

traversal technique. The writers say the message is forwarded clockwise OR counter-clockwise along a 

face of a planar graph. When it reaches a link that intersects the line between the source and the 

destination, it switches to the adjoining face. In other world, it sends the message to walk forward until 

it hits the straight line connecting the source to the destination, then it switches to the next face. This 

technique guarantees that a packet is always delivered to its destination without duplicating message or 

requires memory of the nodes of the graph. 

 
 
     

                                             
 
 
         
Figure7(a): Gabriel Graph (GG)    Figure7(b): Relative neighborhood graph (RNG) 

 
    

u v v 
u
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Perimeter probing routing applies a no-crossing heuristic to eliminate crossing edges from 

the graph, and uses the resulting state to forward around voids.  Drawing on existing results, Perimeter 

routing is also implemented based on planar graph traversal such as Relative Neighborhood Graph 

(RNG) and Gabriel Graph (GG). Datta et al (2002) believe that these graphs are without intersecting 

edges. Gabriel Graph (GG) proposed in Kuhn et al(2008) states that any edge E(u,v) in a graph G(E) 

exists only if the shaded “disk” does not contain any third node(see Figure7(a)). The writers explain 

that Gabriel graph computes the performance of connected planar graph G (E) that cost v ∈ E O(d log 

d) where d is the degree of v. On the other hand, Kevin (2009) investigated the Relative neighborhood 

graph (RNG) and stated that it contains set of points in the planar graph that has each connected points 

E(u,v) whenever there is no a third point w that is closer to E(u,v) than they are to each other. Figure7 

(b) explains Relative Neighborhood Graph(RNG) of Kevin (2009). RNG figure has two points u, v of 

any graph consists of a set of points with an edge if and only if “lune” does not contain any other points 

of P in its interior. 

 

Definition4: RNG contains all edges uv�E such that there is no point w�V with edges E (u,w) and 
E(w,v) ∈ E satisfying 
||uw|| < ||uv|| and ||wv|| < ||uv|| 

 

Definition5: GG contains an edge from G iff disk (u, v) contains no other vertex w�V such that there 
exist edges uw and wv from G satisfying �uw� < �uv� and �wv� < �uv� 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
   

5. Simulation 

This part of the paper is to present the results of face routing algorithm simulations. 

n nodes where n ∈{20,40,80,100} in the 

by distributing network nodes randomly. For every simulation ser

determined according to the chosen network density.

destination D are also chosen randomly

destination node are stored in two different

respectively. The rest of the nodes in the network are stored in pointsList array.

assumed to be in a graph where neighbors are randomly generated for each node. The graph is al

assumed to have no edges crossing each other.

 

**Figure 
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the paper is to present the results of face routing algorithm simulations. 

in the networks are generated on square fields of side length 30 units 

by distributing network nodes randomly. For every simulation series the number of nodes was 

determined according to the chosen network density. For each considered network the source S and the 

also chosen randomly and they never have the same location. The source nodes and 

different array, saveDistanceNodes and saveSourceNodes, 

. The rest of the nodes in the network are stored in pointsList array.  The network is 

assumed to be in a graph where neighbors are randomly generated for each node. The graph is al

assumed to have no edges crossing each other. 

Figure 8: Network Density  

the paper is to present the results of face routing algorithm simulations. The set S of 

generated on square fields of side length 30 units 

ies the number of nodes was 

For each considered network the source S and the 

The source nodes and 

array, saveDistanceNodes and saveSourceNodes, 

The network is 

assumed to be in a graph where neighbors are randomly generated for each node. The graph is also 
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Position-based routing uses nodes location information for improving the efficiency of routing 

by reducing the overhead of control traffic. Every node knows the location of itself and location of the 

other nodes in the network. The neighbors’ locations can be obtained and maintained using Euclidean 

distance  d(A, B1) 2    =  ( b1x  -  ax )2  +  (b1y  - ay)2  where d is the Euclidean distance from the source to 

the destination. The source node knows the location of the destination node before it forwards the 

message to the next neighbor node in the network. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Distances between nodes 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

1. distanceBetweenSourceAndNodes(source , node) 
2. d ß 100 
3. distanceSN ß Math.pow(Dx – Sx)2+(Dy – Sy)2   
4.  distance ß Math.floor(Math.rondom * distanceSN)*d/d  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 

The distance algorithm above is applied to get the distances between the source node and all 

nodes in the network. Also this algorithm is used to get the distance between source node and the 

destination node both of which are stored in a hashMap based on the source node coordinates. Each 

source node in the network is assumed to have at least one neighbor and not more than four neighbors. 

After getting the distance between source node and its neighbors, these distances are sorted from least 

to greatest. During this process, the source node constantly checks if one its neighbors is the destination 

node. If it is, the message will be forwarded to the destination node, the source node becomes an 

optimal node and the algorithm is terminated. If it is not, however, sorted distance of neighbors will be 

implemented to get the distances between neighbors nodes (Bi) in the network and the destination node 

D. After having all the information needed to forward the message, greedy algorithm will check which 

neighbor is closer to the destination node than the source node. The source node compares the distance 

of each of its neighbors and the destination node d (Bi,D) with the distance between S and D, d(S,D).  
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The neighbor that is closest to D is the one the message will be forwarded to. After forwarding 

the message to the neighbor node, the source node becomes an optimal node and announces that to all 

the nodes in the network. Also the neighbor node that receives the message becomes the new source 

node. The new source node starts routing the same greedy routing algorithm to look for a “good” 

neighbor to send a message to.  However, since greedy routing suffers from the problem of local 

maximum where there is no neighbor node closer to the destination than the source node. In case of 

greedy mode failure, one type of recovery mode called face routing is implemented. 

 

                           Face Routing on Virtual Graph 

The moment the source node is in a dead-end path, face routing is implemented. Even though 

there are several protocols to apply face routing, only a simple version of Campus routing [1] is 

implemented in this simulation. For simplicity purposes, the graph in the network is assumed to have 

no edges crossing each other and neighbors are randomly generated for each node. The algorithm is 

memoryless and has a time complexity of O(n). The face routing algorithm starts by identifying the 

neighbors of the “non-optimal” node and remove them from the network(figure 9). Subsequently, the 

face routing algorithm randomly divides the entire network graph into a “virtual” faces. Each face has 

certain number of nodes in the network.   
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Figure 9: face routing implemented in the simulation  

 

To guarantee delivery, face routing connects node S with node D with a line connecting the 

source and the destination. The line determines the direction of where the source node is located from 

the destination node. Source node finds the direction of D by comparing its x-axis coordinates with the 

x-axis coordinate of D. If Sx < Dx the direction of D is in the right side of source node S (see figure10) 

where if Sx > Dx , then the direction of D is on the left side of the source nose S (see figure11) . in 

other word, X-axis coordinates are used to determine the position of S and D horizontally where the Y-

axis coordinates are used to determine the position of S and D vertically. 

 Face routing algorithm then uses the right hand rules to forward a message to the next node in 

the face. When the traversal reaches an edge that intersects the line segment from the starting point to 

the destination at a point closer to the destination than the starting point is, that point becomes the new 

starting point and the traversal switches to the next face.  

  In Figure9 above, the face routing first travels along the boundary of face F1, until it 

reaches p1. Then p1becomes the next intersection point of the boundary of F1 and the line segment sd. 
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Next, the traversal is switched to the next face; in this case it is F3. Subsequently, the packet travels 

along the boundaries of faces F3 and F5. Each time using the right hand rules, the algorithm checks the 

identity or the coordinates of the node being visited. It is very important to do that to know when the 

message is being delivered to the destination node. This procedure repeats until the destination is 

reached. As soon as the message arrives to the Node D, the optimal path made by all “optimal nodes” is 

compared with the distance of d(S,D).  

 

 

 

                                            

Figure10: Direction of destination node when Sx < Dx                                                                    Figure11: Direction of destination node when Sx > Dx 

 

Path Length 

The set S of n nodes where n ∈{20,40,80,100} in the networks are generated on square fields of 

side length 30 units by distributing network nodes randomly. Face routing delivers the vast majority of 

packets in the optimal number of hops. Intuitively, greedy forwarding approximates shortest-path 

routing. Face routing delivers 97% of its packets along optimal-length paths, vs. 32% for greedy 
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routing see(figure12). It has been noticed from the simulation experiments that the distance d(S,D) is 

always shorter than the optimal path discovered by face or greedy routing.  

 

 

     Figure12: Packet Delivery Ratio 

 

6. Conclusion  

In this paper, I introduced a novel approach for routing for mobile in wireless networks. I 

showed that Greedy Routing is a responsive algorithm that uses nodes’ locations to make massage 

forwarding decisions and develops a communication between geographic position and connectivity in a 

wireless network. Two routing modes are implemented to route in the network, greedy forwarding 

mode to forward massages to nodes that are always progressively closer to the destination. Perimeter 

mode is used at areas of the network where a greedy routing fails to find an optimal path. This recovery 
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mode allows a message to traverse successively of a planar subgraph of the full radio network 

connectivity graph, until reaching a node closer to the destination, where greedy forwarding resumes. 

Face routing is a well-known approach to recover from greedy forwarding failures. I discussed 

in details the first correct face algorithm, campus routing, in combination with greedy forwarding over 

message-free planar topologies. The discussion is accompanied by particular experiments, which 

validate the delivery authentication of some of these face routing variants. I found that the considered 

face routing variant is loop free in planar graphs. 

Finally, there are several implementations for face routing algorithms. It has not been possible to 

show all of the face routing version due to the time and paper limitations for this  project. The table 

below describes briefly the information related to some of the face routing algorithm.  

 
Table 2: face routing algorithms  

 
Kranakis, Singh, Urrutia Face routing First correct algorithm 

 
Bose, Morin, Stojmenovic, Urrutia  
 

 GFG First average-case efficient algorithm 
(simulation) 

Karp, Kung  
 

                    GPSR  
 

A better version for GFG  
 

Kuhn, Wattenhofer, Zollinger  
 

                    AFR First worst-case analysis. Tight Ω(c2) 
bound 

Kuhn, Wattenhofer, Zollinger  
 

                     GOAFR Worst-case optimal and average-case 
efficient, percolation theory  
 

 
 

7. Future work 

One assumption can be made that a graph has more than one source node and more than one 

destination nodes multicast within its radio range. Multicast communication could lead to challenging 

task due to the fact that the topology may change frequently and communication links may be broken. 

The problem can be addressed of finding several optimal paths in sensor networks using geographic 

routing algorithms. Suppose, all nodes know their position and that obstacles are present in the 
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network. Several scenarios can be considered: all to one, when any node in the network can be the 

source of the message whose destination is a unique Base Station; all to many when several Base 

Stations are present in the network; all to all when any node can be destination of a message. 
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Appendix A 

*Figure3 uses similar idea implemented in [7] 

**Figure3 uses similar idea implemented in [14] 

 

A.1 Routing Message using Greedy Mode Protocol 

Greedy Routing format 

distanceBetweenNodeAndSourceß distance between S and all nodes 

DistanceBetweenSourceAndDistance ß distance between S and D 

Neighbors ß number of neighbors for each S 

SortedNSß sort distanceBetweenNodeAndSource from least to greatest 

sortedNeighborMapß sorted neighbor from least to greatest 

SortedSDß sort distanceBetweenSourceAndDistance from least to greatest 

Array [Bi]ß contains all the distance of nodes in double format  

NeighborsNode ß node with (x,y)coordinates  

OptimalNode ß S becomes optimal after forwarding message successfully 

SavedOptimalNodes ß array to save all Optimal Nodes 

SaveSourceNodesß array to save new source nodes 

NonOptimalNodeß nodes becomes non-Optimal when not sending message 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      Greedy Mode Algorithm 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1.       greedyRouting () 
2.  While(pointsList.size >=5) 

distanceBetweenNodeAndSource(S,Bi) 
3.    distanceBetweenSourceAndDistance(S,D) 
4.    neighbors ß generator.nextInt(4) 
5.    if neighbors >=pointsList.size then 
6.       neighbors ß 1 
7.    END IF 
8.    SortedNS (distanceBetweenNodeAndSource.keySet()) 
9.    SortedSD(distanceBetweenSourceAndDistance.keySet()) 
10.    If checkNeighbor(array[Bi], neighbors, SortedSD.FIRST,S),then 
11.       1.Send the message to the D  
12.       2.get the optimal path  
13.       3.Compare distance of optimal path with d(S,D) 
14.       4. Terminate from the program  
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15.       Return 
16.       End if  
17.    distanceNeighborAndDistance(Bi,D)  
18.    sortedNeighborMap(distanceBetweenNodeAndSource)      
19.    For each key in sortedNeighborMap do 
20.         If (!counter ß neighbors)   then 
21.             neighborsNodeß sortedNeighborMap.get(key) 
22.     distanceNeighborAndDistance(Bi,D)  
23.     Counter++              
24.         Else 
25.             Counter =0 
26.    Break 
27.         END IF 
28.     End For 
29.    SortedsNeighborsAndDistance(distanceNeighborAndDistance)  
30.    if(SortedsNeighborsAndDistance.first() < SortedSD.first()) Then 
31.     optimalNode ß distanceBetweenSourceAndDistance.get(SortedSD.first()) 
32.       
33.    SavedOptimalNodes.add(optimalNode)   
34.    pointList.remove(optimalNode) 
35.    newSourceNode = distanceBetweenNodeAndSource.get(SortedNS.first()) 
36.    saveSourceNodes(newSourceNode) 
37.   distanceBetweenNodeAndSource.clear 
38.   distanceBetweenSourceAndDistance.clear 
39.    Else 
40.       nonOptimalNodeß distanceBetweenSourceAndDistance.get(SortedSD.first()) 
41.       faceRouting(nonOptimalNode) 
42.     \\call faceRouting method when message is not forwarded 
43.       Break; 
44. End IF 
45.     \\ clear all the arrays  
46.         SortedNS.clear 
47.         SortedSD.clear 
48.         SortedsNeighborsAndDistance.clear  
49.         distanceBetweenNodeAndSource.clear  
50.         distanceBetweenSourceAndDistance.clear 
51. END WHILE  
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A.2 Face Routing Algorithm 

distanceBetweenNodeAndSourceß distance between S and all nodes 

Neighbors ß number of neighbors for each S 

recoveryNodeß  nodes  

badNeighbors ß sorted neighbor from least to greatest 

removeNeighborsCounter ß counts how many Neighbors to remove 

NonOptimalNodeß nodes becomes non-Optimal when not be able to send the message 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      Recovery Mode Algorithm 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

1.     faceRouting(nonOptimalNode) 

2.     badNeighbors ß Map(distanceBetweenNodeAndSource) 

3.    For each key in badNeighbors do 

4.     If (removeNeighborsCounter < neighbors) Then 

5.             recoveryNode ß badNeighbors.get(key)  

6.             distanceBetweenNodeAndSource.remove(recoveryNode)  

7.             distanceBetweenNodeAndSource.remove(key) 

8.             removeNeighborsCounter++ 

9.    Else  

10.        removeNeighborsCounter ß 0 

11.        Break 

12. End if  

13.   rightHandRule(nonOptimalNode)       
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A.3 Right Hand Rule 

distanceBetweenNodeAndSourceß distance between S and all nodes 

Neighbors ß number of neighbors for each S 

recoveryNodeß  nodes  

sortedNeighborMap ß sorted neighbor from least to greatest 

distanceNodesArrayß Array of  D 

removeNeighborsCounter ß counts how many Neighbors to remove 

_sortedsSourceAndNodesSetß sorted distance of nodes in each face 

unwantedNodeß node that is not needed in the face 

NonOptimalNodeß nodes becomes non-Optimal when not be able to send the message 

nextNodeRHRß next node when using right hand rule 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Right Hand Rule algorithm 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1.    rightHandRule(nonOptimalNode)       
2.    sortedNeighborMapß Map (distanceBetweenNodeAndSource) 
3.    For each key in sortedNeighborMap do 
4.        recoveryNode ß sortedNeighborMap.get(key) 
5.           If (nonOptimalNode.getX() <=distanceNodesArray.get(0).getX()) 
6.              If(nonOptimalNode.getX()<= recoveryNod.getX()) && 
7.                (recoveryNode.getX()<=distanceNodesArray.get(0).getX()) 
8.                  ||(recoveryNode == distanceNodesArray.get(0)) Then 
9.       rightHandRuleNodes(nonOptimalNode,recoveryNode) 
10.      Else 

11.         if(nonOptimalNode.getX() >= recoveryNode. getX()) && 

12.          (recoveryNode.getX() >=distanceNodesArray.get(0).getX()) 
13.            ||(recoveryNode == distanceNodesArray.get(0)) Then 
14. rightHandRuleNodes(nonOptimalNode,recoveryNode) 
15.      End If 
16.         End If 
17. _sortedsSourceAndNodesSetß TreeSet(rightHandRuleNodesArray.keySet() 
18. nextNodeRHR ß RHRNodesArray.get(_sortedsSourceAndNodesSet.first() 
19.  For each key in sortedNeighborMap do 
20.     unwantedNode = sortedNeighborMap.get(key) 
21.        If(unwantedNode == nextNodeRHR) Then 
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22.               distanceBetweenSourceAndNodes.remove(nextNodeRHR) 
23.                distanceBetweenSourceAndNodes.remove(key) 
24.         End If 
25.  End For 
26.       If(nextNodeRHR == distanceNodesArray.get(0)) then 
27.             \\ I arrived to the destination node 
28.        \\ give the optimal path 
29.         exit(0)\\ terminate from the program 
30.       ELSE 
31.      sortedNeighborMap.clear(); 
32.     rightHandRuleNodesArray.clear(); 
33.       rightHandRule(nextNodeRHR); \\iterate each face using RHR  
34. End if  

                               

 A.4 Check neighbors of Source Node 

distanceBetweenNodeAndSourceß distance between S and all nodes 

Neighbors ß number of neighbors for each S 

recoveryNodeß  nodes  

sortedNeighborMap ß sorted neighbor from least to greatest 

distanceNodesArrayß Array of  D 

removeNeighborsCounter ß counts how many Neighbors to remove 

_sortedsSourceAndNodesSetß sorted distance of nodes in each face 

unwantedNodeß node that is not needed in the face 

NonOptimalNodeß nodes becomes non-Optimal when not be able to send the message 

nextNodeRHRß next node when using right hand rule 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Check neighbors algorithm 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. boolean checkNeighbor(neighborsArray, neighbors, sourceAndDistanceSet, optimalNode) 
2.    temp ß false 
3.     For i in neighbors do 

4.       If(sourceAndDistanceSet = neighborsArray[i]) 

5. // I have reached the Destination Node. The Destination Node is a Neighbor of 

the current source node 
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6.            SavedOptimalNodes.add(optimalNode) 

7.          SavedOptimalNodes.addAll(distanceNodesArray) 

8.        OptimalPathDistance () \\ call this method 

9.        temp ß true 

10.        Break; 

11.        End If 

12.   End For 

13.        Return temp 

 

A.5 Optimal nodes and Optimal Path  

distanceBetweenNodeAndSourceß distance between S and all nodes 

SavedOptimalNodes ß has all the optimal nodes 

distanceBetweenOptimalNodesß contains all optima distances  

optimalDistance ß distance of nodes from S to D 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Optimal Path 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1.    For k in SavedOptimalNodes -1 do 
2.        distanceBetweenOptimalNodes(SavedOptimalNodes(k), 

SavedOptimalNodes(k+1)) 
3.   For n in distanceBetweenOptimalNodes do   
4.     optimalDistanceßoptimalDistance+distanceBetweenOptimalNodes(n) 
5.   End 
6.    If(optimalDistance > distanceSourceAndDistance) then 
7.        \\ optimalDistance is bigger than distanceSourceAndDistance 
8.     Else 
9.          \\ optimalDistance is less than distanceSourceAndDistance 
10.  
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